Toyota sr2

The Toyota MR2 is a two-seat, mid-engined , rear-wheel-drive sports car manufactured in Japan
and marketed globally by Toyota from to over three generations: W10 â€” , W20 â€” and W30
â€” It is Japan's first mid-engined production car. Conceived as a small, economical and sporty
car, the MR2 employed straightforward design elements, including fully independent
MacPherson strut front and rear suspensions, four-wheel disc brakes , and a
transverse-mounted inline-four engine. The name MR2 stands for either " m id-ship r un-about 2
-seater" [1] or " m id-engine, r ear-wheel-drive, 2 -seater". The MR2 derived from a Toyota
design project with the goal of a car which would be enjoyable to drive, yet still provide good
fuel economy â€” not necessarily a sports car. Design work began in when Akio Yoshida from
Toyota's testing department started to evaluate alternatives for engine placement and drive
method, finalizing a mid-transverse engine placement. Toyota called the prototype SA-X. From
its original design, the car evolved into a sports car, and further prototypes were tested both in
Japan and in the US. Significant testing was performed on race circuits including Willow
Springs , where former Formula One driver Dan Gurney tested the car. All three generations
were in compliance with Japanese government regulations concerning exterior dimensions and
engine displacement. The car was scheduled for a Japanese launch in the second quarter of
under the name MR2. Toyota introduced the first-generation MR2 in , designating it the model
code " W10 ". When fitted with the 1. Likewise, the 1. The car is often referred to as the AW11,
referring to the chassis code of the most common 1. Toyota's active suspension technology,
called TEMS , was not installed. With five structural bulkheads, the MR2 was quite heavy for a
two-seater of its size. A five-speed manual transmission was standard, with a four-speed
automatic available as an option. Based on the same block and head, the 4A-GZE was equipped
with a small Roots-type supercharger and a Denso intercooler. T-VIS was eliminated and the
compression ratio was lowered to In addition to the new engine, the MR2 SC was also equipped
with stiffer springs, and received special "tear-drop" aluminium wheels. The engine cover had
two raised vents only one of which was functional that visually distinguished it from the
naturally aspirated models. This model was never offered outside of the Japanese and North
American markets, although some cars were privately imported to other countries. MK1a and
MK1b are unofficial designations, but are frequently used by owners and vendors to distinguish
between early production vehicles and later face-lifted models. While there are considerable
differences detailed below, the most notable being that rear suspension components are not
interchangeable between the MK1a and MK1b cars. The changes in MY and MY occurred in
parts. An example is that some MY cars still retained the old "flat" front bumper despite having
MK1b upgrades everywhere else on the car. Some early MY 7-rib engines came with the earlier
blue top valve cover. Some MY cars have a rear sway bar, while the mounting tabs on the strut
housing were either there for both sides, only one side, or none at all depending on when
Toyota ran out of the older rear struts with mounting tabs as production used up parts. The
Australian Wheels magazine chose the MR2 as its favourite sports car. In and Toyota produced
two final production runs of fully optioned "Super Edition" MR2s, based upon the supercharged
Japanese market model, and only sold in Japan. The model, a run of units, featured a special
Midnight Blue paint, the MOMO -commissioned steering wheel and gear knob, Recaro "Milano"
seats with matching door panels. The model also benefited from some of the last G-Limited
model options, such as the LED rear spoiler brake light and more aerodynamic wing mirrors.
Both "Super Edition" models had unique decals on the rear visor and side stripes. While
Toyota's front-engine, rear-drive Celica rally cars proved dominant in the African Group B rallies
of the s, they were at a disadvantage on the twistier European stages. Though somewhat similar
on the outside, it's clear that it shared very little with the production car. Little is known about
this project because it never competed. With Group B cancelled in , the proposed Group S
regulations suffered the same fate, and the car was reduced to a museum piece. During a
surprise appearance at the Goodwood Festival of Speed , Toyota drove and displayed a black D.
The MR2 went through a redesign in though North America did not receive them until early as
models. The overall design of the automobile received more rounded, streamlined styling, with
some calling the MR2 SW20 a "baby Ferrari" or "poor man's Ferrari", since the car did have
several design cues borrowed from Ferrari. When the AW11 was still in production and before
the SW20 was officially shown to the public, several rumors were spreading stating that Toyota
was building yet another mid-engine sports car, one that would have a 3. Differences between
the normally aspirated and turbocharged models include the "Turbo" emblem US on the rear
trunk, 'TWIN CAM 16 TURBO' decal above the side intake Japanese market , a fiberglass engine
lid with raised vents, fog lights, and an added interior center storage compartment located
between the two seats. All SW20 MR2s came with a staggered wheel setup, with wider wheels
and tires in the rear than in the front. The Revision 1 Turbo SW20 can pull 0. In the rankings of
personal bests, a Rev 2 GT-S was able to clock The second-generation MR2 underwent a variety

of changes during its 10 years of production, grouped in four different periods:. Changes to the
suspension geometry, tire sizes and power steering in January MY were made in response to
journalist reports that the MR2 was prone to "snap-oversteer". As a counterpoint to the
snap-oversteer phenomenon of the MR2, other journalists point out that most mid-engine and
rear engine sports and super cars exhibit similar behaviour, and that a change to the driver's
response to oversteer is really the solution. In any car, braking shifts the weight forward, and
acceleration to the rear. When drivers enter a corner with too much speed, and lift the throttle
mid-corner, the weight transfers forward causing the rear tires to lose traction called lift-off
oversteer , which can result in a spin. When improper steering inputs were made attempting to
correct this non-power-on oversteer, the rear of the MR2 would swing one way, then wildly and
quickly the otherâ€”thus the term "snap" oversteer. Toyota elected to change the MR2
suspension and tires to reduce the likelihood that this would occur, though many drivers would
lament the change and claim that it "neutered" the sharp edge the MR2 was known for. In order
to ensure exclusivity, a high price tag was charged and total of just 35 factory car conversions
were completed by Toyota Technocraft Ltd. Each official Technocraft-converted car was made
using lightweight fiberglass components front fenders, trunk lid extension, rear quarter panels,
gas door, front and rear bumpers, 3-piece wing and re-classified as completely new cars with
their own specially numbered TRD VIN plate riveted to the body to indicate their authenticity
and rarity. The Toyota Technocraft Ltd. Virtually every car converted also had other TRD parts
fitted too, including extensive changes to both the suspension and engine. In many respects,
the extended body can be compared to that of a Porsche Slantnose modification. The car's
width is extended and body dimensions dramatically changing the car's overall visuals. Very
little is known about these cars outside Japan. The "T" [31] as it was called, was powered by a
naturally aspirated 2. A sportier look was given to the vehicle as well through engine scoops,
side skirts, a Ferrari -esque rear light grille, forged wheels, revised bumper designs, and a larger
rear spoiler. Though undeniably still an MR2, the T was in all essence a more refined
automobile, as is the nature of any TOM'S outfitted vehicle. Whilst the T was a normally
aspirated vehicle, TOM'S also produced equipment for turbocharged models â€” e. II" Engine
Control Units. TOM'S still keeps a T part list on their website, and there are still T part
catalogues in circulation between enthusiasts to this day, albeit second-hand. These cars
featured a retractable, cloth softtop roof, wingless trunk lid, and an engine lid that was unique to
the SW20 spider. Most of these cars were automatics and nearly all of them sported a naturally
aspirated engine. Toyota decided against putting its name or logo on these cars as a result of
its desire to distance itself from cars that featured leaky roofs. Most of the Spiders came in
Lucerne Silver with a blue side moulding and featured black and blue accented cloth seats.
Early in the s, the SW20 enjoyed considerable success throughout the world. The MC8-R
housed a twin-turbo version of the 4. One MC8 road car was built in order to meet homologation
requirements. The car disappeared from public eye within a year of its construction, but
surfaced again on the Japanese collector car website SEiyaa in , two decades after its
disappearance. With JGTC being the highest form of sports car racing in Japan, many
manufacturers and private teams alike spent countless hours of research and development into
perfecting their respective chassis. Toyota would enter their premier production cars, namely
the Celica, MR2, and Supra. Unlike the experimental MC8-R, the MR2 JGTC shared more
qualities chassis wise to the road-going production car, though it had a lower ride height than
the standard SW20s, was wider, featured advanced aerodynamics and Brembo racing brakes.
While it kept the MacPherson suspension setup from the road car, these components too were
heavily modified strut towers were more inward. The standard E 5-speed transmission was
swapped out for a race sequential transmission, which was mated to a race-spec version of the
3S-GTE engine. With the car's interior gutted, the intercooler was placed in the forward section
of the vehicle with pipes travelling to and fro inside the cabin, as opposed to in the engine bay
as a "side-mount" in production MR2s. Having won back to back in the years to against
arguably more sophisticated race cars such as the BMW M3, Porsche , Ferrari F , Toyota has
proven that the SW20 chassis was competitive enough for top level sports car racing. The car
posted The car ran with its stock body apart minus wing mirrors and wiper blades. His attempt
at improving his record the following year was thwarted by poor weather. While some
companies only offered aesthetic modifications for the SW20, others such as Phoenix Power
delivered a more comprehensive experience for customers, modifications such as a tuned ECU,
longblock modifications, and a trunk mounted intercooler combined with a T04R Turbocharger
were fitted. AP Racing at a time also produced a brake kit as well for the MR2, but this has now
long been discontinued. Performance parts manufacturer JUN offered engine upgrades for the
MR2's 3SGTE engine which came in the form of stroker kits, which were co-developed with
Cosworth , [25] these are currently still available alongside, lightened flywheels, cam gears, and

camshafts. The SW20 garnered generally favorable reviews during its production life, with
various sources complementing the styling, power, and responsive handling. The car is
infamous for its "snap-oversteer", this notoriety comes from numerous instances where
individuals crash their SW20 either on or off the race track due to inexperience with a mid-ship
platform, as MR layouts handle very differently in comparison to the common FF or even FR
layouts. Even in its revised state the SW20 still has a large enough following that labels it to be
a very challenging car to push to its limits, with some even labeling it as "the most dangerous
car that you can buy", [47] such a label may be true since MR2s are relatively cheaper than most
automobiles with an MR platform Honda NSX , Ferrari F , Lotus Elise and that it is readily
accessible to more people. Also known as the Midship Runabout-Sports, the newest MR2 took a
different approach than its predecessor, most obviously becoming a convertible and receiving
the ' Spyder ' marketing nomenclature. The MR2 Spyder chief engineer Harunori Shiratori said,
"First, we wanted true driver enjoyment, blending good movement, low inertia, and lightweight.
Then, a long wheelbase to achieve high stability and fresh new styling; a mid-engine design to
create excellent handling and steering without the weight of the engine upfront; a body
structure as simple as possible to allow for easy customizing, and low cost to the consumer.
Like its predecessors, it used DOHC and 4 valves per cylinder. The intake camshaft timing was
adjustable via the VVT-i system, which was introduced earlier on the MR2 in some markets.
Unlike its predecessors, however, the engine was placed onto the car the other way round, with
the exhaust manifold towards the rear of the car instead of towards the front. In addition to the
5-speed manual transmission , a 6-speed manual or 5-speed SMT was also available starting in
The SMT was a standard feature in the Australian market; however, air conditioning was
optional. After , a 6-speed SMT was an option. The SMT had no conventional H-pattern shift
lever or clutch pedal. The driver could shift gears by tapping the shift lever forward or backward
or by pressing steering-wheel-mounted buttons. The electro-hydraulic clutch engagement is
automatic, and the car will automatically shift to second and then first gear when stopping.
Cruise control was never offered with the manual transmission but was standard for
SMT-equipped cars. The MR2 Spyder featured a heated glass rear window. A hardtop was also
available from Toyota in Japan and Europe. In March , the car was introduced into the United
States and Europe as a "monospec" level, which included the same features as Japan's "S" trim
level. The feedback for the new model was somewhat mixed. Some liked its new design
concept, while fans of the SW20 would've liked it to continue along the path of the previous
model. All agreed, however, that the ZZW30 had nearly perfect handling. In July , Toyota
announced that sales of the MR2 as well as the Celica would be discontinued in the US at the
end of the model year because of increasing competition and lack of sales. The model year was
the last for the MR2 in the US. Production of the car ceased permanently in July They are
distinguished by different color wheels, titanium interior accents, minor body changes, a helical
limited-slip differential, and different steering wheel trim. Also for the model year , the United
Kingdom received models in a special numbered TF series. This package was also available for
fitting to customer MR2s. The body panels are attached to the original MR-S chassis, as can be
seen by the recess around the door handles. In the manga Over Rev! The first and third
generations are available in every game starting from Gran Turismo 2 , with the exception of
Sport. On March 8, , automotive website and magazine EVO revealed that Toyota has expressed
a desire for a performance range of cars whose core has been referred to as "the Three
Brothers" by Tetsuya Tada, chief of Toyota Gazoo Racing. This includes a lightweight
mid-engined sports car, rumored to be a spiritual, if not direct, successor to the MR2. From
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Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Second
generation MR2. Central Motors part of the Toyota Motor Corporation. Sports car S. Transverse
mid-engine, rear-wheel drive. June â€” [4]. Seiichi Yamauchi [5]. October â€” July [4]. Wikimedia
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contactless services to help keep you safe. Dealer was great having look over the vehicle and
test drive. No hassle at all. Great experience but was not what we were looking for. Great folks
and real car guys. Very good experience. All transactions done online, car was better than
expected, delivery was as stated. No complaints. Issue is the owner has not responded to any of
my submitted questions regarding the vehicle. Dealer even checked with me and said he would
follow up with the owner. Overall I had a good experience with them. Still trying to work out a
deal with them but we are close. Gave me a history on the car and willing to make a private
appointment with me working around my hecktic schedule. I decided to go in a different
direction regarding type of car i was looking at a maserati here and ended up with an alpha
Chances are, had I decided on a maserati, I would have given this dealer my business. The
Toyota MR2 was sold in the U. The MR2 was originally envisioned as an economical car that
would also be fun to drive. It eventually evolved into a sports car that was smaller and more
affordable than the Toyota Celica. Lightweight and equipped with rear-wheel drive, the MR2 was
popular among driving enthusiasts. It also featured an unusual mid-mounted engine. The most
remarkable feature of the MR2 was its nimble handling, with some drivers comparing it to that of
a high-priced supercar. The MR2 was discontinued in the U. A spin-off, the MR2 Spyder, was
sold in the U. Rumors have circulated about a new MR2-style car, and Toyota has been spied
testing a midengine sports car, but for now a new MR2 is simply speculation. We'll help you find
great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide
you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals
first. CarGurus User. Private Seller: Chuck. Sewickley, PA Message Seller. CarGurus Pay.
Private Seller: Paul. Westwood, NJ Message Seller. Private Seller: Dakota. Dunbar, WV Message
Seller. Private Seller: Jerry. Morrisville, NC Message Seller. Private Seller: Ben. Private Seller:
eric. Wausau, WI Message Seller. Private Seller: Lou. The MR2 is popular for racing and has
become somewhat of a collector's item. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? Toyota dealers in
Atlanta GA. Toyota dealers in Chicago IL. Toyota dealers in Dallas TX. Toyota dealers in
Houston TX. Toyota dealers in Los Angeles CA. Toyota dealers in Miami FL. Toyota dealers in
New York NY. Toyota dealers in Philadelphia PA. Toyota dealers in Washington DC. More
Details: Very cool vintage rv. Great gas mileage. Shows 75k odometer. Great body. Interior is
original except bed cushions. Untested appliances. Has potty and heater. Aftermarket AC in
cab. Runs but needs muffler. Huge Bay Windows side and rear. Huge views great for long trips
and no longer have to pay huge gas fills. Located in Fresno California. Thanks for looking.
These listings span 5 different states and 7 model years. Update Summary: Number of Ads:
[â€¦]. This little home on wheels is the perfect pandemic camper. Drives like your car and offers
you the convenience to camp [â€¦]. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the
next time I comment. Recent Listings. Ad Disclaimer Please note that many of the ads on this
site are reposted from other sources. Sellers may not be monitoring the post here. Please keep
this in mind before commenting below. For more information see our About Us page for how we
create and manage listings. Be the first to comment Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email
address will not be published. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents,
been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open
recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of
sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a
vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has

collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had
the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us
and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search. I have done my fair share of
research and haven't found all that many registered and on the road in the United States. So far
about 5 I have found I am excited to start tearing into it and getting it back on the road. I have 1
year to complete it before my wife and I hit the road full time in it. Pictures to come. Welcome
and congrats. Yes, they're thin on the ground. The oft forgotten molded fiberglass Toyota.
Awesome glad to see another one. Hi we will be looking forward to seeing it. They are just so
cute. You had better prepare for lots of delays because of people asking about it. Like every
time you stop for gas. Have you seen this Pont-X blog? I have restored a few vintage Shasta
trailers and the attention we got was crazy, everywhere we went it was grabbing attention. I will
have some pictures up by tonight hopefully. Well the day to go pick it up today I showed up and
it was a little far gone for the price. I tried to talk with him and tell him how much work it needed
and that his price was a little high and he didn't budge so I walked away from it. But here it is as
it sits. How much would y'all spend on it. Interor needed to be completely stripped out and
redone, engine needs a complete tune up and carb rebuilt. New tires all around. Possibly new
electrical as well? Well I don't know what his asking price is or what the interior looks like but, a
complete tune-up is a given on any camper you buy, carburetor rebuild pretty much a given too
and any vehicle this age. Exterior of this one looks far better than they did. How much is he
asking for it. Got any interior pics? Yes I was expecting that with with the motor and carb. I was
planning on doing it anyways.. Obvious it would need new tires, new electrical. New fuel pump.
Some minor rust in typical areas. A little water damage inside tho it's all old and I'm guessing
once stripped them I can really see it and how it looks. Why would he ask less to do more work.
I would want to remove the old interior myself so I know how everything is put together. Wiring,
structure you need to know that. Anything under 2 grand is a good deal. Hell I would probably
pay the We've seen so many gutted vintage motorhomes that never got put back together cause
someone got overwhelmed by the project. Barring extreme mold and rot, a step by step
approach is the best plan. Very decent price to work around though. Alright with that being said
that kinda puts me too ease a little bit. I'm confused as well as to why he'd sell for less after
stripping it. Unless he's removing solid gold plumbing fixtures! Does he have it advertised
somewhere? If not, I'd say that the chance of him selling for any price before tomorrow is slim.
Again letting him do the stripping is a huge mistake. How much do you know about motorhome
construction. You learn a lot from tearing things apart. I just cringe at thinking this might be
another unfinished gut job. Just a cute rare little motorhome deserves more. Besides I bet
there's a ton of stuff in there you could use. Are any appliances left? You don't even know how
the paneling is attached at this point. You do have a very good point on the stripping it myself in
order to learn from it. I might just talk to him and do it myself. You'd also have to question how
'sensitive' the guy would be while doing the demolishing! Well I bit the bullet and purchased the
vehicle. I negotiated a price with him not touching the vehicle and giving it to me as is. But
already I do appreciate all the helpful knowledge on these already from everybody so far.
Nothing like learning to swim by jumping in the deep end of the pool. Welcome to the club of
crazies. That's exactly what I thought too.. By me she will get all the love that I can give her and
maybe it won't be the perfect restoration but to me she will be perfect. With such a small size,
I'm guessing you really don't have too much space to change the layout much. Before gutting it
and realizing you don't have many options, I'd suggest maybe just modifying what's already
there assuming it's not crumbling to dust. Maybe a coat of paint or new facings might give you
what you want. I was originally going to do that tho it looks like someone in the past already
tried remodeling it and did an absolute poor job at that, and with the water damage it has tho is
dried out, which is good it just needs to be redone. They covered over the original paneling and
added all this nonsense stuff which makes it incredibly tight in there. I will get some more
pictures of the interior here today. You, of course, are in a much better position to judge what
has to be done. Maybe careful removal of what's been added will lead you back to what was

originally there and you can repair the damage rather than just cover it up. Presumably
hopefully , the original designers figured out the best way to use the limited space available.
Well I finally got her home yesterday morning and I've been working on her solid for a day and a
half now. So far here's the interior pretty much completely. Looks great. Thank you, still needs a
few little things here and there.. I tried adding more photos but it wasn't letting me. You can
post now and register later. If you have an account, sign in now to post with your account.
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